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Abstract 

The paper is designed for a crusher of plastic bottles that helps to crush the plastic bottles used 
and thus helps to manage and disposal waste. The objective of this project is to create a mobile 
plastic bottle crusher that would help to crush used bottles. This project includes the design of 
the trucking forces necessary for crushing and ergonomics that an operator requires. The design 
of this device requires optimal load in order to crush bottles and thus does not pressure the user 
or the operator.It could be produced and converted to a recycling assistance machine after the 
completion of the design phase. This would assist the crusher to recycle plastic waste. It would 
also assist to reduce the quantity of waste produced and thus help to manage waste effectively. 
The crush of the used water bottles also ensures that the bottles are not used outside plastic shelf 
life. This project will therefore prove to be an advantage in many respects. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Plastic recycling is the method by which waste or scrap or plastic is recovered and material is 
reprocessed to helpful goods. Because plastics can’t be biodegraded, recycling is part of the 
worldwide effort to decrease the waste flow of plastics, in particular around eight million tonnes 
of waste plastic entering the Earth's sea every year. The elevated levels of plastic pollution can 
be reduced. Plastic recycling involves sorting every kind of plastic into various materials, cutting 
it and then melting it into pellets, which then can be used to produce products of any kind, such 
as the plastic chairs and tables. Also soft plastics like polyethylene films and bags are recycled.It 
dealt with the design of a plastic bottle crusher to crush the plastic bottles used and assist to 
manage and eliminate waste. A crusher is a machine that reduces the quantity or bits of big solids 
into a smaller one. Crushers can be used to size the materials, or change their form, so that they 
can be used for the intended purpose more easily and effectively[1]–[7].Crushing is the method 
of transferring a mechanically advantaged force via a composition of molecules that bind more 
closely and withstand deformation than those which are crushed in the fabric. Crushing 
equipment hold the material between two strong surfaces, either parallel or tangent, and use 
enough force to bring the surfaces together to create adequate power within the material to be 
crushed so that its molecules separate from each other or alter the orientation.The equipment 
mainly includes the cutting machine and the crushing machine, whose basic principle is to 
destroy the material's integrity depend on the shear strength and the impact strength. 
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METHODOLOGY 

 

Figure-1 Block Diagram of Methodology 
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Figure-2 Cad Diagram of Crushing Machine 

RESULT AND CONCLUSION 
 

Waste now constitutes a worldwide issue that has to be tackled in order to address the worldwide 
problems of resources and energy. Plastics are produced of restricted resources, such as oil, and 
enormous developments are being made in technological growth, including the recycling of 
plastic waste. The plastic must be collected and transported to the recycling center to be 
recycled. A large amount of plastic must be transported simultaneously by shredding them. By 
decreasing the quantity of plastic bottles by crushing them into bits, our machine helps increase 
transport volume.This helps in reducing the emissions at the time of transportation and also used 
to recycle plastic wastes. 
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